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Abstract: According to the National Police Agency, there has been an increase in the number of
automobile crash victims, making it crucial to manufacture vehicles that anybody can drive safely.
However, even if such vehicles are available, individuals may still drive dangerously, so methods of
reducing driver overconfidence have become necessary. The road surface conditions on the right side of a
vehicle may differ from those on the left, and if a vehicle is moving too fast, it may spin out of control. In
this study, we investigate trajectory tracking control for four-wheeled vehicles using our proposed
sliding-mode control method.
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1 Introduction

People ranging in age from the teen years to, over
65 are, regularly on the road driving vehicles. Un-
fortunately, accidents involving elderly drivers are
occurring more and more frequently. It is a diffi-
cult situation because the elderly require a vehicle
for daily errands, such as shopping, or going to the
hospital, particularly, in more rural areas where
there is little or no public transportation. There-
fore, it is necessary to manufacture safe vehicles
that anyone can drive.

Various control algorithms have been proposed
for lane-keeping control [1]. It is common to set the
control-standard point of a vehicle as the center of
gravity. However, this point may be the center of
percussion of either the front or the rear wheels.
The center of percussion (front virtual point) of the
rear wheels is at the point where lateral accelera-
tion is not affected, even if lateral force acts on the
rear wheels, and the center of percussion (rear vir-
tual point) of the front wheels is the point where
lateral acceleration is not affected, even if lateral
force acts on the front wheels. By using these vir-
tual points, the side slip angles can be easily ob-
tained. Several studies using a virtual point as
the control-standard point have been done.

Lane-keeping control of the front virtual point
maintains an objective trajectory using a sliding
mode controller[2, 3]. These are lane-keeping con-
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trols only at one point. Even if the objective trajec-
tory is maintained at one side of the vehicle, both
of the wheels on that side may not maintain an
objective trajectory.

Studies for setting up the front and rear virtual
points have been conducted to solve the problem
mentioned above. Two lane-keeping control meth-
ods for the two virtual points are the automatic
steering method that uses all state feedback[4],
and the sliding mode controller [5, 6]. Raksin-
charoensak et al. [4] did not consider disturbance,
such as side wind and variations in cornering
power, while, Hiroka et al. [5], [6] did take these
disturbances into consideration. All three studies
took the relation between the steering angles of
the front and rear wheels into account. When the
rear wheels have been greatly steered from front
wheels, it is difficult to maintain an objective tra-
jectory. Furthermore, the driver will be exposed
to danger by the protrusion of the spinning wheel
outside the lane. Even if a completely safe vehicle
is available, an individual may still drive danger-
ously.

We previously designed a sliding mode con-
troller using a simple two-wheeled model [7]. With
this model, we assumed that all four wheels of a
vehicle run on the same road surface condition.
However, when drivers change lanes, they en-
counter unexpected situations such as the wheels
sliding on only one side, if a vehicle’s speed is too
fast. Therefore, it is necessary to design a new ve-
hicle model.
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2 Vehicle Model

2.1 Road Condition

As shown in Fig. 1, the road surface conditions
of a lane are never uniform. For example, a wheel
on one side may go through a puddle, the road sur-
face may be frozen, or there may be slick railroad
tracks running across the road. If the vehicle is
moving too fast, it may spin out of control. Mis-
takes in a driver’s judgment under such conditions
may lead to serious accidents. Therefore, the aim
of our method is to construct controllers for four-
wheeled vehicles to ensure safe driving, even un-
der changing road surface conditions.

Fig 1: Road Condition

2.2 Four-wheeled Vehicle Model

A model of a four-wheeled vehicle is shown in
Fig. 2, and a wheel model is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig 2: 4ws vehicle model

Fig 3: Tire model

I is moment of inertia, m is vehicle mass,
β is side slip corner of vehicle, γ is yaw rate.
Xfl, Xfr, Xrl, Xrr are front left, front right,
rear left, and rear right longitudinal forces, re-
spectively, Yfl, Yfr, Yrl, Yrr are front left, front
right, rear left, and rear right lateral forces, re-
spectively. lf is distance from center of gravity to
front axles, lr is distance from center of gravity to
rear axles, l (= lf + lr) is wheel base, lw is distance
from center of gravity to agitation point of action.
δfl, δfr, δrl, δrr are front left, front right, rear
left, and rear right steering angles, respectively.
G is center of gravity, w is agitation such as side
winds in which vehicle speed in maintained per-
pendicularly, V [m/s] is speed of vehicle to ground,
ωij(i = r or l, j = r or l)[rad/s] is angular velocity.
μ[Nm − s/rad] is axle friction , R[m] is wheel ra-
dius, Ii(i = r orl)[kgm2] are wheel moment of iner-
tia for front and rear. Tij(i = r or l, j = r or l)[Nm]

are brake torque for front left, front right, rear left,
and rear right, respectively.

The equation of motion of a car is derived using
the models shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Equationoflongitudinaldirectionmotion :

m(u̇− vγ) = Xfr +Xfl +XRe +Xrl (1)

Equationoftransversedirectionmotion :

m(v̇ + uγ) = Yfr + Yfl + Yrr + Yrl + w (2)

Equationofyawmotion :

Iγ̇= lf (Yfr + Yfl)−lr(Yrr + Yrl)−lww+N (3)

Equationofyawmoment

N =
df
2
(Xfr −Xfl) +

dr
2
(Xrr −Xrl) (4)

Equationofrotarymotion

Iωω̇ij = −RXij + Tij i=f or r, j=r or l (5)

2.3 Vehicle Speed

Since the speed in the direction of movement is
usually fast enough compared with that in the
direction of order, it can be assumed that it is
|β| � 1.

u = V cosβ ≈ V (6)

v = V sinβ ≈ V β (7)

u̇ = V̇ cosβ − V sinββ̇ ≈ V̇ − V ββ̇ (8)

v̇ = V̇ sinβ + V cosββ̇ ≈ V̇ β + V β̇ (9)
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2.4 Cornering Forces

Yfj , Yrj(j = l, r), which are the cornering forces of
the front and rear, are expressed by the follow-
ing equations, where Kfj ,Krj(j = l or r) are the
cornering coefficients of the front and rear, respec-
tively.

Yfj = −Kfjβfj = −Kfj(β +
lfγ

V
− ufj) (10)

Yrj = −Krjβrj = −Krj(β − lrγ

V
− urj) (11)

2.5 Equation-of-State Model of the
Vehicle

The motion equations of the linear vehicle model
are derived, where x = [β γ]T is a state vector.
The equation-of-state vehicle model is expressed
by the following equation.

ẋ = Ax+B1u1 +B2u2 + C1w + C2N (12)

u1 =
[
ufl ufr

]T
, u2 =

[
url urr

]T
A =

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

]

A11 = − v̇

v
− Kfl +Kfr +Krl +Krr

mv

A12 = −1− (Kfl +Kfr)lf − (Krl +Krr)lr
mv2

A21 = − (Kfl +Kfr)lf − (Krl +Krr)lr
I

A22 = − (Kfl +Kfr)l
2
f + (Krl +Krr)l

2
r

Iv

B1=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Kfl

mv

Kfr

mv

Kfllf
I

Kfrlf
I

⎤
⎥⎥⎦B2=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Krl

mv

Krr

mv

−Krllr
I

−Krrlr
I

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

u1=
[
ufl ufr

]T
, u2 =

[
url urr

]T
C1=

[
1

mv

−lw
I

]T
, C2=

[
0

1

I

]T

3 Trajectory Deviation Sys-
tem

3.1 Definition of Control Threshold

The center of percussion of the rear wheels (front
virtual point) is at the front control standard point
P[6], while, the center of percussion of the front
wheels (rear virtual point) is at the rear control

standard point Q.

Lp =
I

mlr
, Lq =

I

mlf
(13)

Therefore, the reference points of lane location is
set as P and Q.

Fig 4: Vehicle model on ground

3.2 Trajectory Deviation System of
Temporal Differentiation

For the maintenance of the traffic lane by the
steering, we think about the case that fixed a ve-
hicle to show in Fig. 4 on the ground. The tra-
jectory deflection εp εq of the objective trajectory
of the front and rear control-standard points and
actual running trajectory are expressed by the fol-
lowing equation.

εp = zp − yp
εq = zq − yq

}
(14)

yp, yq is the distance in the y axial direction of
the running trajectory of the front and rear con-
trol thresholds and zp, zq is the distance in the
y axial direction between the reference trajecto-
ries of the front and rear control thresholds (y
axis). The target position can be maintained by
having the trajectory deflection equal zero. There-
fore, if we assume a position for a coordinate sys-
tem fixed by the ground (xg, yg), and we can ob-
tain the yaw angle for the x axis of the vehicle
with θ. y0 is an initial value of the distance of
the y axial direction. The distance of the y axial
direction of the front and rear control thresholds
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P = (xp, yp), Q = (xq, yq) is expressed by the fol-
lowing equations.

yp=v
∫ t

0
sin(β + θ)dτ + y0 + Lp sin θ

yq=v
∫ t

0
sin(β + θ)dτ + y0 − Lq sin θ

}
(15)

Therefore, trajectory deflection of the front and
rear wheels, εp, εq are expressed as following equa-
tions.

εp=−v

∫ t

0

sin(β + θ)dτ − y0 − Lp sin θ + zp (16)

εq=−v

∫ t

0

sin(β + θ)dτ − y0 + Lq sin θ + zq (17)

θ0 is the initial value of the yaw angle θ, and its
differentiations are θ = θ0 +

∫ t

0
γdτ , θ̇ = γ. There-

fore, the temporal differentiation of Eq. (17) is ex-
pressed as following equations.

ε̇p = −{v(β + θ) + Lpγ}
ε̇q = −{v(β + θ)− Lqγ}.

}
(18)

From Eq. (18), the state vector x = [β γ]T is ex-
pressed as following equations.

x = T ε̇+ vTθ (19)

T =
1

v(Lp + Lq)

[−Lq −Lp

−v v

]
(20)

ε̇ =
[
ε̇p ε̇q

]T
.

The results of carriding out time differentiation
using Eq.(19) are shown below.

ε̈ = T1ẋ+ T2x− v̇T3θ (21)

T1 =

[−v −Lp

−v Lq

]
, T2 =

[−v̇ −v
−v̇ −v

]
, T3 =

[
1
1

]

3.3 Steering Angles

We investigated a trajectory tracking controller for
four-wheeled vehicles. We built a vehicle model
in which the road surface conditions differed on
either side of the vehicle, and derived an analy-
sis model corresponding to the change in speed or
road conditions. Speed, road conditions, side wind,
etc. were all robust. When a driver turns a ve-
hicle’s wheels, the steering angles are determined
in accordance with this turn. When the right and
left road surfaces differ, vehicles may slip. As a
result, the trajectory where it actually runs shifts
more than the reference trajectory. And, slipping

becomes a cause of the accident. If the front and
rear wheels are steered like a snowplow’s, the ve-
hicle will stop effectively. Therefore, when a vehi-
cle is likely to slip, we can derive a controller that
steers a wheel like a snowplow’s without interfer-
ing with a driver’s steering.

We derived a trajectory tracking controller us-
ing sliding-mode control, and performed a numeric
simulation to evaluate its effectiveness.

When the conventional controller was used, the
front and rear wheels swerved from the trajectory,
while, when the proposed trajectory controller was
used, the front and rear wheels ran along the tra-
jectory. This clearly demonstrates the effective-
ness of the proposed method. In the future, we
intend to design optimal steering angles such as
the snowplow angle to theoretically clarify the ad-
vantages of the proposed technique.

Usually, drivers operate a handle and the steer-
ing angle changes based upon this. It is therefore
also necessary to take the driver’s steering into ac-
count. To design safe vehicles, we need a controller
that takes into account driver operation. In the fu-
ture, we will investigate driver’s operation of front
wheels.

Under normal conditions :

ufl = uf (22)

ufr = uf = flag ∗ uf flag = 1 (23)

In an emergency

url = ur (24)

urr = −ur = flag ∗ ur flag = −1 (25)

Substituting Eqs.(22), (23), (24) and (25) into
Eq.(12), we obtain the following equations.

ẋ = AAx+BBu+ C1w + C2N (26)

u =
[
uf ur

]T (27)

AA =

[
AA11 AA12

AA21 AA22

]
BB =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Kf

mv

Kr

mv

Kf lf
I

Krlr
I

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

C1 =

[
1

mv

−lw
I

]T
, C2 =

[
0

1

I

]T

AA11 = −Kfl +Kfr +Krl +Krr

mv
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AA12 = −1− (Kfl +Kfr)lf − (Krl +Krr)lr
mv2

AA21 = − (Kfl +Kfr)lf − (Krl +Krr)lr
I

AA22 = − (Kfl +Kfr)l
2
f + (Krl +Krr)l

2
r

Iv
Kf = Kfl + flag ∗Kfr

Kr = Krl + flag ∗Krr

3.4 Derivation of the State Equa-
tions

The purpose of our study is to have the trajectory
deflection equal zero. Substituting Eqs. (12) and
(19) into Eq. (21) yields Eq. (28).

ε̈=Ae(T ε̇+ vθ)+Beu+Ce1w+Ce2N−v̇T3θ (28)

Ae =

⎡
⎢⎣
Kf l

mlr

Kf lf l

mlrV
Krl

mlf
−Krlrl

mlfv

⎤
⎥⎦ , Be =

⎡
⎢⎣−

Kf l

mlr
0

0 −Krl

mlf

⎤
⎥⎦

Ce1 =

⎡
⎢⎣−

lr − lw
mlr

− lf + lw
mlf

⎤
⎥⎦ , Ce2 =

⎡
⎢⎣−

1

mlr
1

mlf

⎤
⎥⎦

We receive feedback from Eq.(29).

u = ū+K(ε̇+ vθ − (AeT )
−1v̇θ) (29)

Substituting Eq. (28) into Eq. (29), we obtain the
following, where ū = [ūf ūr]

T .

ε̈ = (AeT +BeK)(ε̇+ vθ)−BeK(AeT )
−1v̇θ − v̇θ

+Beū+ Ce1w + Ce2N (30)

K is defined as K = −B−1
e AeT . As a result

AeT + BeK = 0 and the effect of θ can be ignored.
Therefore,

ε̈ = Beū+ Ce1w + Ce2N. (31)

4 Sliding Mode Control

We developed a controller to have a front trajec-
tory deviation equal to zero using the sliding mode
control method. Similarly, we developed a con-
troller to have a rear wheel trajectory deviation
equal to zero by using the same method.

4.1 Design of Controller for Front
Trajectory Deviation

A state equation of the front trajectory deviation
is expressed by Eq.(32).

[
ε̇p
ε̈p

]
=

[
0 1
0 0

] [
εp
ε̇p

]
+

⎡
⎣ 0

−Kf l

mlr

⎤
⎦ ūf

+

⎡
⎣ 0

− lr − lw
mlr

⎤
⎦w +

⎡
⎣ 0

− 1

mlr

⎤
⎦N

= Apq

[
εp
ε̇p

]
+Bpūf + Cp1w + Cp2N

= Apq

[
εp
ε̇p

]
+

⎡
⎣ 0

−Kf l

mlr

⎤
⎦ (ūf + dp) (32)

dp =
lr − lw
Kf l

w +
1

Kf l
N (33)

A switching function σp of the front trajectory
deviation is expressed by Eq. (34):

σp = Sp

[
εp
ε̇p

]
=
[
Sp1 Sp2

] [εp
ε̇p

]
(34)

Control input uf is the sum of the equivalent
control input ufeq and the nonlinear input ufnl

.

ūf = ūfeq + ūfnl
(35)

The equivalent control input ufeq is expressed by
Eq. (36).

ūfeq=−(SpBp)
−1SpAp

[
εp
ε̇p

]
=− Sp1

Sp2Bp02
ε̇p (36)

where Bp02is defined by the following equation.

Bp02 = −Kf l

mlr
(37)

In contrast, the nonlinear input ufnl
is ex-

pressed by Eq. (38).

ūfnl
=−ρpsgn(σp)�−ρp

σp

‖σp‖+ μp
μp > 0 (38)

Therefore, the front control input uf is ex-
pressed by Eq. (39) from Eqs. (36), (37), and (38).

ūf=ūfeq+ūfnl
=− Sp1

Sp2Bp02
ε̇p−ρp

σp

‖σp‖+ μp
(39)
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4.2 Design of Controller for Rear
Trajectory Deviation

A state equation of the rear trajectory deviation is
expressed by Eq. (40).

[
ε̇q
ε̈q

]
=

[
0 1
0 0

] [
εq
ε̇q

]
+

⎡
⎣ 0

−Krl

mlf

⎤
⎦ ūr

+

⎡
⎣ 0

− lf + lw
mlf

⎤
⎦w +

⎡
⎣ 0

1

mlf

⎤
⎦N

= Apq

[
εq
ε̇q

]
+Bqūr + C1qw + Cq2N

= Apq

[
εq
ε̇q

]
+

⎡
⎣ 0

−Krl

mlf

⎤
⎦ (ūr + dq) (40)

dq =
lf + lw
Krl

w − 1

Krl
N (41)

A switching function σp of the rear trajectory de-
viation is expressed by Eq. (42).

σq = Sq

[
εq
ε̇q

]
=
[
Sq1 Sq2

] [εq
ε̇q

]
(42)

Control input ur is the sum of the equivalent
control input ureq and nonlinear input urnl

.

ūr = ūreq + ūrnl
(43)

The equivalent control input ufeq of the rear is
expressed by Eq. (44).

ūreq =−(SqBq)
−1SqAq

[
εq
ε̇q

]
= − Sq1

Sq2Bq02
ε̇q (44)

where Bp02is defined by the following equation.

Bq02 = −Krl

mlf
(45)

In contrast, the nonlinear input ufnl
is expressed

by Eq. (46).

ūrnl
= −ρqsgn(σq)

= −ρq
σq

‖σq‖ � −ρq
σq

‖σq‖+ μq
, μq > 0 (46)

Therefore, rear control input uf is expressed by
Eq. (47) from Eqs. (44), (45) and (46).

ur=ūreq + ūrnl
= − Sq1

Sq2Bq02
ε̇q − ρqsgn(σq) (47)

5 Simulation
We performed a simulation in which a vehicle was
at the 300m point at start time, and then, a the
trajectory changed to 310m. The wheels of both
sides ran on a dry road surface for 5s after start-
ing. After that, the left wheels ran on a wet sur-
face. The vehicle decelerated upon entering the
wet surface. The regular disturbance of side wind
was assumed to be 8 ∼ 15s. The parameters used
in the simulations are listed in Table 1.

When the vehicle slips because turbulence such
as the sidewind turbulences and the road changes
entered, and it shifts from the reference trajectory,
it switches to flag = −1.

Table 1: Simulation parameter
m 1300[kg] v 60[km/h]
lf 1.0[m] lr 1.4[m]
lw 1.0[m] w 3000[N]
I 1600[N]

Fig 5: Front-rear trajectory deviation using con-
ventional approach

Fig 6: Front-rear trajectory deviation using pro-
posed approach

Fig. 5 shows the results when sliding mode con-
trol was carried out using the steering angles
(flag=1) defined by Eqs. (22) and (23), and Fig. 6
shows those when the angles (flag=-1) were de-
fined by Eqs. (24) and (25).
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When the conventional control method of mak-
ing to flag=-1 when seeming to slip was used, the
front and rear wheels swerved from the trajec-
tory, while , when the proposed trajectory control
method was used, the front and rear wheels main-
tained the trajectory. This demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of the proposed trajectory control method.

6 Conclusion

We investigated trajectory tracking controller for
four-wheeled vehicles. We built a vehicle model in
which the road surface conditions differed on ei-
ther side of the vehicle. We derived an analysis
model corresponding to changes in speed or road
condition. Speed, road conditions, side wind, etc.
were all robust. When a driver turns a vehicle’s
wheels, the steering angles are determined in ac-
cordance with this turn. When the right and left
road surfaces differ, a vehicle may slip. If the front
and rear wheels are steered like a snowplow’s, the
vehicle will stop effectively. Therefore, when a ve-
hicle is likely to slip, we can derive a controller
that steers the wheel like a snowplow without in-
terfering with the driver’s steering.

We developed a trajectory tracking controller us-
ing sliding-mode control. We performed a numeric
simulation to evaluate its effectiveness.

When the conventional controller was used, the
front and rear wheels swerved from the trajectory,
while, when the proposed trajectory controller was
used, the front and rear wheels ran along the tra-
jectory. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed method. In the future, we intend to de-
sign the optimal steering angles like those of a
snowplow and to theoretically clarify the advan-
tage of the proposed technique.

Usually, drivers operate a handle and the steer-
ing angle changes based upon this. It is therefore
also necessary to take the driver’s steering into ac-
count. To design safe vehicles, we need a controller
that takes into account driver operation. In the
future, we will investigate drivers operate handle
of front wheels. And misgivings to safety by the
switch of flag are not examined enough. This re-
spect is assumed to be future tasks.
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